Senate Minutes – 11/7

1. Call to order
2. Mission statement
4. Roll call
5. Open forum: Fun with Court
6. Swearing in of SBP cabinet members – Co-directors of Health
7. Confirmation of Student Court Justice
8. Motion to executive session – Sen. McNeece
10. Debate
   CON – Sen. Rogers
12. Motion to PQ
13. Vote to confirm passes
14. Call for division
15. Re-vote by roll call fails (27-14-1)
16. Motion to leave executive session
17. Open forum: Fun with Finance
18. Motion to move SE 67-05 into 2nd reading – Sen. Wright
19. Motion to move SE 67-04 into 2nd reading – Sen. Latham
20. PPP – Sen. Korpi
21. Motion to move SE 67-06 into 2nd reading – Sen. McNeece
23. Rescinded – Sen. McNeece
24. SA 67-28 Miss Black and Old Gold Scholarship Pageant
25. Opening statement – Sen. Vo
26. Motion to suspend rules and allow members of the organization to speak – Sen. Vo
27. Questions
   1. Question – Sen. Wright
   2. Question – Sen. Garvis
   3. Question – Sen. Allan
   4. Question – Sen. Duncan, followup
   5. Question – Sen. Richardson
29. Debate
   PRO – Sen. Vo
30. Motion to suspend rules and end on unbalanced debate – Sen. Korpi
31. Allocation passes unanimously
32. SR 67-02 Put the Green in Green and Gold
33. Motion to allow Pro Tem. To preside – Sen. Allan
34. Questions
   1. Question – Sen. Wright
   2. Question – Sen. Korpi
      i. Follow Up – Sen. Korpi
   i. Follow Up – Sen. McNeece
4. Question – Sen. Wright
5. Question – Sen. ????
6. Question – Sen. Groves
7. Question – Sen. Salguero
35. CIA committee report – Sen. Allan
36. Debate
   PRO – Sen. Korpi
37. Motion to suspend rules and end on unbalanced debate
38. Bill passes unanimously
39. Motion to reinstate the IVP to presiding
40. SR 67-03 SUB TimePark
41. Opening statement – Sen. Crawford
42. Questions
   1. Question – Sen. Kelliher
   2. Question – Sen. Wright
   3. Question – Sen. Grove
43. CIA Committee report – Sen. Allan
44. Debate
   PRO – Sen. Watson, Sen. Allan
   CON – Sen. Wright
   PRO – Sen. Korpi
45. Motion to PQ
46. Bill passes unanimously
47. SE 67-04 Is It Worth It? Let Me Work It. Put That Thing Down Flip It and Reverse It
48. Opening statement – Sen. Latham
49. Questions
   1. Question – Sen. Wright
   2. Question – Sen. Cole
50. Motion to amend the bill – Sen. Korpi
51. Question – Sen. Duncan
52. O&P report – Sen. McNeece
53. Debate
   PRO – Sen. Groves
54. Motion to amend the bill – Sen. Wright
   CON – Sen. Cole
55. POI – Sen. Allan
57. PPP – Sen. Groves
   PRO – Sen. Latham, Sen. McNeece
   CON – Sen. Galvin
   POI – Sen. Duncan
   PRO – Sen. Burns
   CON – Sen. Groves
   PRO – Sen. Wright
58. POI – Sen. McNeece
59. POI – Sen. Galvin
CON – Sen. Kelliher
PRO – Sen. ???

60. POI – Sen. Burns
61. Motion to PQ
63. Motion to table discussion – Sen. Garvis
64. Debate on motion

PRO – Sen. Garvis
CON – Sen. McNeece, Sen. Latham

65. Move to PQ
66. Objection – Sen. Duncan
67. Debate on motion continues

PRO – Sen. Duncan, Sen. Allan
CON – Sen. Latham

68. Motion to PQ
69. Vote to table fails
70. Motion to amend the title of the bill – Sen. McNeece
71. Vote on totality of the bill passes
72. SE 67-05 PESA: Prior Event Submission Act
73. Opening statement – Sen. Wright, Sen. Gosser
74. PPP – Sen. Latham
75. Questions
   1. Question – Sen. Wright
   2. Question – Sen. Watson, follow up
   3. Question – Sen. Garvis

76. Motion to amend bill to clarify wording – Sen. Garvis

77. Motion is friendly
   4. Question – Sen. ???
   5. Question – Sen. Watson

78. Motion to amend bill to correct a mistake

79. O&P committee – Sen. McNeece – passed 5-0 in favor

80. Debate

PRO – Sen. ???
CON – Sen. Cole

CON – Sen. Allan, Sen. Latham

PRO – Sen. Lawrence

81. Move to PQ – Sen. Cole
82. Closing statement – Sen. Wright, Sen. Gosser
83. Bill passes
84. First reading
85. SA 67-27 All University Thanksgiving Dinner
86. SE 67-06 We Ain’t Messin’ With No Gold Diggers
87. SS 67-01 Happy Birthday Student Foundation
88. SS 67-02 Happy Birthday, Bill Daniel Student Center
89. Advisor reports
90. SBO reports
92. Roll call
93. Motion to adjourn